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To﻿ accommodate﻿ the﻿ temporal﻿ information﻿ of﻿ document﻿ collections,﻿ a﻿ number﻿ of﻿ temporal﻿
topic﻿models﻿have﻿been﻿proposed.﻿Wang﻿&﻿McCallum﻿(2006)﻿developed﻿a﻿Topics over time﻿(TOT)﻿
model﻿and﻿found﻿trends﻿in﻿time-sensitive﻿topics﻿using﻿a﻿continuous﻿distribution﻿over﻿time-stamps.﻿































enterprise﻿ value﻿ impacts﻿ of﻿micro-blogging﻿ in﻿ the﻿ global﻿ business﻿ arena﻿ (Huang,﻿Zhang,﻿Li,﻿&﻿
Lv,﻿2014).﻿Our﻿results﻿show﻿a﻿better﻿performance﻿in﻿terms﻿of﻿the﻿quality﻿of﻿the﻿mined﻿information﻿
as﻿compared﻿to﻿popular﻿ topic models﻿and﻿thus﻿helps﻿ to﻿better﻿demonstrate﻿ the﻿practical﻿utility﻿of﻿
microblogs﻿in﻿the﻿global﻿information﻿space.
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2.1. Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP)
The﻿Dirichlet﻿process﻿(DP)﻿ is﻿a﻿“…Beyesian﻿approach﻿ to﻿nonparametric﻿problems﻿and﻿a﻿random﻿
process,﻿whose﻿sample﻿functions﻿are﻿probability﻿measures.”﻿(Ferguson,﻿1973).﻿It﻿has﻿two﻿parameters,﻿
a﻿scaling﻿parameter﻿ α > 0 ﻿and﻿a﻿base﻿probability﻿measureG
0




basic﻿ perspective,﻿ there﻿ are﻿ some﻿ other﻿ variations﻿ of﻿ the﻿Dirichlet﻿ process:﻿ the﻿ stick-breaking﻿
construction﻿(Sethuraman,﻿1994),﻿the﻿Pólya﻿urn﻿scheme﻿(Blackwell﻿&﻿MacQueen,﻿1973),﻿and﻿the﻿
limit﻿of﻿ finite﻿mixture﻿models﻿ (Antoniak,﻿1974).﻿The﻿Pólya﻿urn﻿ scheme,﻿ also﻿known﻿as﻿Chinese﻿
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represent﻿a﻿hierarchical﻿Dirichlet﻿process﻿asHDP G G H
J
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In﻿our﻿topic﻿model,﻿we﻿represent﻿the﻿HDP﻿module﻿as﻿HDP F E G H
U T1 1 0: :
, , , , ,{ }( )α γ ,﻿where﻿U ﻿
is﻿the﻿total﻿number﻿of﻿users,﻿T ﻿is﻿the﻿total﻿number﻿of﻿time﻿slices,﻿F F F
u u U
∈ { }( )1: ﻿is﻿the﻿user-specific﻿
random﻿measure﻿and﻿E E E
t t T
∈ { }( )1: ﻿is﻿the﻿time-specific﻿measure.﻿We﻿letJ U T= + and﻿define﻿
Gj﻿as﻿per﻿equation﻿(4)﻿below:
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Thus,﻿we﻿have﻿ G F E
J U T1 1 1: : :
,{ } = { } .﻿Integrating﻿out﻿all﻿random﻿measures,﻿we﻿obtain﻿Chinese﻿
restaurant﻿franchise﻿processes﻿(Teh,﻿Jordan,﻿Beal﻿&﻿Blei,﻿2007),﻿an﻿analogous﻿metaphor﻿of﻿the﻿Chinese﻿
restaurant﻿process.﻿In﻿our﻿model﻿for﻿the﻿HDP﻿module﻿HDP F E G H
U T
({ , }, , , , )
: :1 1 0
α γ ,﻿the﻿metaphor﻿
is﻿as﻿follows.﻿Every﻿measure﻿G G F E
u t












2.2. Temporal Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (TDPM)































Here﻿φ ﻿are﻿the﻿mixture﻿components﻿available﻿in﻿the﻿previous﻿∆ ﻿epochs,﻿in﻿other﻿words,﻿φ ﻿is﻿
the﻿collection﻿of﻿unique﻿values﻿of﻿the﻿previous﻿∆ ﻿slices’﻿parameters﻿ϕ
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3. oUR PRoPoSeD ToPIC MoDeL












﻿contains﻿a﻿bag﻿of﻿words,﻿denoted﻿as﻿{ , , , }w w w























































Figure 1. (a) Graphical representation of Time User LDA. (b) A variation of our model, which we call Time User HDP, where we only 
consider the number of topics is adaptive, regardless of the temporal dependencies (c) Graphical representation of our topic model
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2.﻿﻿ G DP H
0
~ ( , )γ ,where﻿H ﻿is﻿Dir( )β
3.﻿﻿ For﻿each﻿user﻿u U= 1,..., ,﻿F DP G
u
~ ( , )
0
α
4.﻿﻿ For﻿each﻿time﻿slice﻿ t T= 1,..., ,﻿draw﻿E
t
﻿using﻿(5)﻿and﻿(6)
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ForHDP G G H
J
({ }, , , , )
:1 0
α γ ﻿ in﻿mDTM,﻿we﻿use﻿ the﻿direct assignment scheme﻿ (Blackwell﻿&﻿
MacQueen,﻿1973)﻿ to﻿estimate﻿ the﻿parameters,﻿where﻿G
j
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In﻿equation﻿(10),﻿s n m( , ) ﻿are﻿unsigned﻿Stirling﻿numbers﻿of﻿the﻿first﻿kind.﻿By﻿definition﻿we﻿have
s s( , ) ( , )0 0 1 1 1= = ,﻿ s n( , )0 0= ﻿ for﻿ n > 0 ﻿ and﻿ s n m( , )= 0 ﻿ for﻿ m n> .﻿Other﻿ entries﻿ can﻿ be﻿
computed﻿ass n m s n m ns n m( , ) ( , ) ( , )+ = − +1 1 .
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' ﻿ is﻿ the﻿ number﻿ of﻿words﻿ generated﻿ by﻿ background﻿ topic,﻿while﻿ M
0
' ﻿ is﻿ not,﻿ and﻿
M p or
p
dn' ( )− = 0 1  ﻿is﻿the﻿number﻿without﻿the﻿contribution﻿of﻿x
dn
.
3.3.3. Sampling for Hyper Parameters
For﻿estimating﻿the﻿parameter﻿ γ ﻿and﻿ α ,﻿Escobar﻿and﻿West﻿(1995)﻿proposed﻿an﻿auxiliary﻿variable﻿
method﻿that﻿allowed﻿sampling﻿using﻿standard﻿distributions,﻿introducing﻿hyper-prior﻿parameters﻿aγ ,﻿
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the﻿ probabilities﻿ as﻿ per﻿ equations﻿ (8)﻿ and﻿ (12),﻿ we﻿ just﻿ need﻿ to﻿ store﻿ the﻿ variables:﻿
n n m M M M M
B
, , , , , ' '
0 1 0 1






with﻿a﻿set﻿of﻿posts﻿at﻿once:﻿w w w w
d d d d d:
, , ,+ + += { }σ σ1 … .﻿If﻿we﻿set﻿d﻿=﻿1﻿and﻿σ﻿=﻿D﻿−﻿1,﻿the﻿algorithm﻿
degenerates﻿to﻿a﻿batch﻿one,﻿and﻿if﻿set﻿σ﻿=﻿0﻿the﻿algorithm﻿will﻿process﻿one﻿post﻿at﻿a﻿time.﻿The﻿algorithm﻿
for﻿the﻿online﻿method﻿is﻿outlined﻿below﻿in﻿Table﻿1:




Table 1. Algorithm for the online Gibb’s Sampler method




for﻿d d d D= + <' ; ;1 ﻿do
Initialize﻿ z y
d d d d: :
,+ +σ σ ﻿and﻿xd d: +σ randomly
     repeat






     for n n N n n
d








Update﻿ ι ﻿and﻿ η ﻿using﻿(10)﻿and﻿(11)
Update﻿hyper﻿parameter﻿α β γ,  and 
     d d= + +σ 1
end for
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on﻿ the﻿ held-out﻿ test﻿ set.﻿And﻿ all﻿models﻿were﻿ as﻿ similar﻿ as﻿ possible﻿ besides﻿ the﻿ distinction﻿ that﻿
TimeUserLDA﻿assumed﻿a﻿fixed﻿finite﻿number﻿of﻿topics﻿while﻿the﻿other﻿did﻿not.﻿In﻿particular,﻿we﻿
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Table 2. Comparative performances in terms of perplexity and number of topics
Perplexity 
(Lower the better)





Online mDTM 3223.01 249
Figure 2. Comparison of TimeUserLDA, TimeUserHDP and mDTM
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Figure 3. Topic intensity over time for the topics of “White Day” (a) and “Women’s Day” (b)
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5. CoNCLUSIoN AND FUTURe ReSeARCH
Micro-blogs﻿are﻿fast﻿emerging﻿as﻿a﻿highly﻿popular﻿means﻿of﻿person-to-person﻿information﻿exchange﻿
and﻿transmittance﻿ in﻿ the﻿global﻿ information﻿space.﻿They﻿are﻿also﻿ thereby﻿emerging﻿as﻿a﻿valuable﻿
source﻿of﻿textual﻿data﻿containing﻿broad﻿themes﻿representing﻿the﻿predominant﻿‘mood’﻿of﻿the﻿public﻿at﻿
large﻿and﻿therefore﻿of﻿very﻿high﻿potential﻿socio-economic﻿value﻿to﻿business﻿organizations,﻿political﻿
establishments﻿as﻿well﻿ as﻿ law-enforcement﻿organizations﻿ that﻿are﻿ trying﻿ to﻿ tap﻿ into﻿ the﻿ incessant﻿
‘chatter’﻿of﻿social﻿media﻿to﻿detect﻿elements﻿of﻿interest﻿for﻿their﻿respective﻿purposes.
Figure 4. The public’s attention for the topics of “Women’s Day” (a), “White Day” (b) and “Spring Clothing” (c) in the mDTM model
Figure 5. The evolution of detected bursty topics of mDTM. Note that we have translated Chinese words into English, and the 
original Chinese words are given in the bottom
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There﻿ are﻿ a﻿ number﻿ of﻿ text﻿mining﻿ algorithms﻿ that﻿ have﻿ been﻿developed﻿ in﻿ recent﻿ years﻿ to﻿
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